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BRIDE AND GROOM: A newly married couple walks past Swiss Guards after encountering Pope
Francis Aug. 27 during his general audience in St. Peter’s Square at the Vatican.

Moving Forward in Kindness,
Without a Honk
Generally, I’m not a bumper sticker
fan, although once in a while one of
them gives me a good chuckle.
But most of the
time, those little
signs plastered on
the back of dusty
cars seem like
sound bites people
shout at you right
before they peel off
when the light turns
green.
Sometimes a
bumper sticker will make me nod in
agreement. Often, they make me angry,
and frequently I want to say, as the
driver speeds away, “Wait. Let’s talk
about that.”
I guess that’s part of our modern
culture: We proclaim our opinion,
but we’re unavailable to listen to the
response.
Although, maybe it’s just as well
not to talk to those Smith & Wesson
bumper sticker types. However, I’ve
had a co-worker’s car in my driveway
all week while she’s away on a trip,
and she is definitely a bumper sticker
advocate. Since she and I share most
convictions, her bumper stickers don’t
offend me, and one of them actually
made me think.
This is hopefully what most people
intend when they condense their convictions into short phrases on the back
of vehicles. Remember the old bumper
stickers that said, “Honk if you love
Jesus”? I haven’t seen many of those
lately, but my friend’s sticker turns
that old adage on its head.
“If you love Jesus,” her bumper
sticker reads, “seek justice. Any fool
can honk.”
Now, if I were inclined to be a bumper sticker user, that’s one I’d use.
In truth, I probably collect my own
private bumper stickers, filling my
journal with short, pithy sayings that
cause reflection.
The older I get, the more I quote

the little aphorisms my mother used
to share with me. As a kid, I suppose
I shook my head impatiently at them,
but as I get older, I see those kernels of
truth as words to live by.
Maybe it’s not bumper stickers I object to, but the fact that they are in my
face without any opportunity for discussion. Any fool can honk. Yep, even
Jesus said something like that: “Not
everyone who says to me, ‘Lord, Lord,’
will enter the kingdom of heaven but
only the one who does the will of my
Father in heaven” (Mt 7:21).
It’s one thing to say we believe in Jesus, and that our faith will save us, but
demonstrating that we actually have
faith is far more challenging.
This has been a rough year: Religious persecution, including horrific
treatment of our fellow Christians;
children fleeing death and rape coming to our borders to be shouted at by
unwelcoming mobs; an airplane shot
from the sky by lawless thugs and
victims’ bodies left to rot in Ukrainian
fields; thousands of innocent residents
of Gaza suffering the violence of a
cruel war pursued by two sides who
pay little heed to civilian casualties.
Any fool can honk, and yet we are
called to seek justice, and most of the
time, we don’t know where to begin.
The world has so many problems.
But we aren’t called to solve all of
them. We may not solve any of them,
and the message of the cross is that
sometimes we come to apparent failure. Yet we continue to seek justice.
I heard a homilist say recently,
“Ministry is not about a quid pro quo.
You can’t expect something in return
for ministry.”
The cross suggests that often we
see little return for our efforts, but we
move forward in kindness in our little
corner of the world nonetheless. Leave
the honking to others.
— Effie Caldarola
(This column is part of the CNS columns
package.)

Each year, on the first day of school,
I make my children line up outside so
I can take their picture. As they get
older, they groan
and moan about this
tradition, but after
some prodding, they
line up on the back
deck in front of the
large cherry apple
tree and smile for
a few seconds so I
can capture the moment.
It never fails, each year I tear up
and tell them how I can’t believe how
grown they are, which has become
quite embarrassing for two teenagers.
The realization that my daughter is
entering her junior year in high school
and my son entering his eighth-grade
year just doesn’t sit well with me. It’s
a milestone that we all anticipate as
parents, yet we long for time to slow
down so we can have just a few more
years with them versus anticipating
the move to college.
This summer, especially, was full of
teary mom moments as my daughter
and I visited several colleges. As we
wandered through campus buildings
and visited residence halls, I could
see the excitement in my daughter’s
eyes. Not once did she seem scared or
nervous about the freedom of living on
her own and jumping into a new world
without mom right there. She seemed
liberated by the idea of attending
classes, taking on responsibilities on
her own and living with roommates.
I, on the other hand, sat through the
presentations with tears in my eyes.
I’m not ready to let go (and luckily, I
still have two more years to prepare)
and I’m not sure how she will manage
on her own. While I trust my daughter

and have faith in her ability to succeed, I also know that this is the child
I have to remind to pick up the towels
on the bathroom floor, rid her room of
cups and chip bags and nag her about
book reports and high school essays.
As we were driving along from one
university to the next, I asked her how
she would survive living on her own.
She seemed confused by my question,
so I prodded further. Do you know how
to do laundry, change a tire, pump gas,
use a debit card or replace a furnace
filter? She smiled, put her hand on
mine and said, “Mom, I will learn.”
Even though she could have been
offended by what appeared to be my
lack of trust in her abilities, instead,
she was tuned into the fact that I was
struggling with losing her. It was one
of those pivotal moments in our relationship when I realized that I have
to trust my daughter and have faith
in how she plans to make the most
of her freedom. Most of all, I have to
trust that I have raised her with the
skills, morals and know-how of being
an adult.
Although I’m thankful that we have
a few more years to prepare for her impending freedom and move to college,
I hope to use this time to learn that
letting go is another one of the milestones in life. I won’t be able to take
her picture that first day of college, but
I will be able to send her a prayer and
have faith in the remarkable young
woman she has grown to be over the
years. Until then, I’m still hoping that
time will slow down.
— Shannon Philpott
Shannon Philpott is a freelance
writer and college journalism instructor, but most of all a mother of
two teens. You can see her work at
www.shannonphilpott.com.

SOAKED: Students at SS. Peter & Paul School in Waterloo pour buckets of water onto school principal,
Lisa Buchheit, as Father Osang Idagbo, CM, parish administrator, waits for his turn in the ALS challenge.
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